Comparison of Clinician Suspicion Versus a Clinical Prediction Rule in Identifying Children at Risk for Intra-abdominal Injuries After Blunt Torso Trauma
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Abstract

**Objectives:** Emergency department (ED) identification and radiographic evaluation of children with intra-abdominal injuries who need acute intervention can be challenging. To date, it is unclear if a clinical prediction rule is superior to unstructured clinician judgment in identifying these children. The objective of this study was to compare the test characteristics of clinician suspicion with a derived clinical prediction rule to identify children at risk of intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention following blunt torso trauma.

**Methods:** This was a planned subanalysis of a prospective, multicenter observational study of children (<18 years old) with blunt torso trauma conducted in 20 EDs in the Pediatric Emergency Care Applied Research Network (PECARN). Clinicians documented their suspicion for the presence of intra-abdominal injuries needing acute intervention as <1, 1 to 5, 6 to 10, 11 to 50, or >50% prior to knowledge of abdominal computed tomography (CT) scanning (if performed). Intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention were defined by a therapeutic laparotomy, angiographic embolization, blood transfusion for abdominal hemorrhage, or intravenous fluid administration for 2 or more days in those with pancreatic or gastrointestinal injuries. Patients were considered to be positive for clinician suspicion if suspicion was documented as ≥1%. Suspicion ≥ 1% was compared to the presence of any variable in the prediction rule for identifying children with intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention.
Results: Clinicians recorded their suspicion in 11,919 (99%) of 12,044 patients enrolled in the parent study. Intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention were diagnosed in 203 (2%) patients. Abdominal CT scans were obtained in the ED in 2,302 of the 2,667 (86%, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 85% to 88%) enrolled patients with clinician suspicion ≥1% and in 3,016 of the 9,252 (33%, 95% CI = 32% to 34%) patients with clinician suspicion <1%. Sensitivity of the prediction rule for intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention (197 of 203; 97.0%, 95% CI = 93.7% to 98.9%) was higher than that of clinician suspicion ≥1% (168 of 203; 82.8%, 95% CI = 76.9% to 87.7%; difference = 14.2%, 95% CI = 8.6% to 20.0%). Specificity of the prediction rule (4,979 of the 11,716; 42.5%, 95% CI = 41.6% to 43.4%), however, was lower than that of clinician suspicion (9,217 of the 11,716, 78.7%, 95% CI = 77.9% to 79.4%; difference = −36.2%, 95% CI = −37.3% to −35.0%). Thirty-five (0.4%, 95% CI = 0.3% to 0.5%) patients with clinician suspicion <1% had intra-abdominal injuries that underwent acute intervention.

Conclusions: The derived clinical prediction rule had a significantly higher sensitivity, but lower specificity, than clinician suspicion for identifying children with intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention. The higher specificity of clinician suspicion, however, did not translate into clinical practice, as clinicians frequently obtained abdominal CT scans in patients they considered very low risk. If validated, this prediction rule can assist in clinical decision-making around abdominal CT use in children with blunt torso trauma.


Trauma is the leading cause of death in children, with blunt torso trauma contributing substantially.1 Abdominal computed tomography (CT) is used with increasing frequency as it is the reference standard for detecting intra-abdominal injuries.2-4 Routine CT scanning of the abdomen, however, has significant drawbacks, the most concerning of which is exposure to high doses of ionizing radiation. This is particularly worrisome in children because of their higher risk for developing radiation-induced malignancies.5-10 CT scanning of trauma patients has increased substantially in recent decades despite limited evidence supporting its increased use.11 Furthermore, there is substantial variation among clinicians and centers in the use of abdominal CT for injured children.3,11 Evidence suggests that clinician suspicion is not highly accurate and clinicians frequently order advanced imaging despite very low suspicion for clinically important injuries.12-15 Evidence-based clinical prediction rules, however, can assist clinical decision-making and reduce unnecessary variation.16,17 A clinical prediction rule to identify children at very low risk for intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention was recently derived.18 It is unclear, however, how the derived clinical prediction rule compares to unstructured clinician suspicion for identifying children with these injuries.

In this study, we sought to compare the test characteristics of clinician suspicion with a derived clinical prediction rule to identify children at very low risk of intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention. We also sought to determine the rationale for CT use when clinician suspicion was very low (<1%). We hypothesized that a derived clinical prediction rule would have a higher sensitivity than clinician suspicion.

METHODS

Study Design
This was a planned secondary analysis of a prospective observational cohort study of children with blunt torso trauma conducted at 20 emergency departments (EDs) within the Pediatric Emergency Care Applied Research Network (PECARN). Institutional review boards at all participating sites approved this study.

Study Setting and Population
Study patients were enrolled from May 2007 to January 2010. The parent study included children younger than 18 years old with blunt torso trauma evaluated at participating PECARN EDs. Patients were excluded for any of the following: injury occurring >24 hours prior to presentation, penetrating trauma, preexisting neurologic disorders preventing reliable examination, known pregnancy, or transfer from another hospital with prior abdominal CT scanning or diagnostic peritoneal lavage. For this analysis we additionally excluded those patients for whom the clinician did not document his or her clinical suspicion of intra-abdominal injury undergoing acute intervention on the data collection form.

Study Protocol
The methods for the parent study have been previously described.18 Clinicians (faculty physicians, fellows, nurse practitioners, or physician assistants) completed standardized data collection forms prior to abdominal CT (if performed). Faculty or fellow physicians verified the information if the form was completed by a nurse practitioner or physician assistant. Abdominal CT scans were obtained based on the decisions of the physicians providing care in the ED. For those undergoing abdominal CT scans, clinicians recorded the clinical variables influencing their decisions and prospectively recorded their suspicions of intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention on an ordinal scale with values of <1, 1 to 5, 6 to 10, 11 to 50, or >50%. Clinician suspicion was documented in all patients (irrespective of the performance of an abdominal CT) and prior to awareness of abdominal CT results if such imaging was performed. At the time of patient enrollment, clinicians were unaware of the
specific variables in the clinical prediction rule, as the rule was not yet derived.

**Outcome Measures**

Intra-abdominal injury was defined as any injury identified to the following intra-abdominal structures: spleen, liver, urinary tract (kidney to the urinary bladder), gastrointestinal tract (from the stomach to the sigmoid colon including the mesentery), pancreas, gallbladder, adrenal gland, intra-abdominal vascular structure, or traumatic fascial defect. Intra-abdominal injury undergoing acute intervention was defined by death due to the abdominal injury, surgical intervention at laparotomy, angiographic embolization due to bleeding from the injury, blood transfusion for anemia secondary to the abdominal injury, surgical intervention at laparotomy, angiographic embolization due to bleeding from the injury, blood transfusion for anemia secondary to intra-abdominal hemorrhage from the injury, or administration of intravenous fluids for at least two nights in those patients with pancreatic or gastrointestinal injuries.

To comprehensively identify children with intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention, we performed clinical follow-up on all patients. We reviewed medical records of all admitted patients and conducted a telephone follow-up survey at least 1 week after the index ED evaluation for those discharged from the ED. We also performed clinical follow-up on all patients. We reviewed medical records, ED process improvement records, local trauma registries, and morgue records to identify any potentially missed patients with intra-abdominal injuries.

**Data Analysis**

We summarized data using descriptive statistics with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Clinician suspicion of intra-abdominal injury undergoing acute intervention was considered positive if the clinician gauged the risk of this outcome to be ≥1%. The clinician suspicion was considered to be negative (i.e., patient at very low risk) if the risk documented was <1%. Patients were considered positive for the clinical prediction rule if they had any one of the variables in the prediction rule (Table 1) documented as present. In contrast, patients were considered to be negative (i.e., at very low risk) for the prediction rule if they did not exhibit any of the variables of the prediction rule.

We calculated the sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value (NPV), and positive predictive values (PPV) of clinician suspicion of intra-abdominal injury undergoing acute intervention, along with positive likelihood ratio (LR+) and negative likelihood ratio (LR−). We also calculated the same test characteristics for the derived clinical prediction rule. We then compared the test performance of clinician suspicion to the categorization of risk by the derived prediction rule and report rate differences with 95% CIs. Sample size for this data set was calculated based on deriving a clinical prediction rule. There was no sample size calculation for this specific analysis. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.3 software.

**RESULTS**

There were 12,044 (81%) of 14,882 eligible patients enrolled in the parent study. From this cohort, 11,919 (99%) patients met inclusion criteria and constituted the study population. The median age of the study cohort was 11 years (range = 2 days to 17.9 years; interquartile range = 5.8 to 15.0 years), and 7,308 (61%) were male. Intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention occurred in 203 (1.7%, 95% CI = 1.5% to 2.0%) patients.

The rates of abdominal CT scanning and intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention increased as the clinicians suspicions increased (Table 2). Thirty-five (0.4%, 95% CI = 0.3% to 0.5%) patients with clinician suspicion documented as < 1%...
had intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention. Three (9%) of these 35 patients also were very low risk by the clinical prediction rule. Figure 1 shows the proportion of patients with intra-abdominal injuries for whom clinician suspicion was documented; it also shows the proportion with such injuries for whom clinician suspicion was < 1%. Six patients with intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention were considered very low risk by the clinical prediction rule. The clinician suspicions in these six patients were as follows: three were < 1%, two were 1% to 5%, and one was 6% to 10%. The three patients undergoing therapy for their intra-abdominal injuries but not identified by the clinical prediction rule and given < 1% risk by clinical suspicion were as follows: a 2-year-old struck by a car and found to have gross hematuria and a renal injury, a 2-year-old with nonaccidental trauma found to have liver and gastrointestinal injuries, and a 17-year-old ejected after a motor vehicle collision found to have a splenic injury.

The test characteristics of clinician suspicion and the prediction rule are presented in Table 3. The derived two predictions in these six patients were as follows: three were < 1%, two were 1% to 5%, and one was 6% to 10%. The three patients undergoing therapy for their intra-abdominal injuries but not identified by the clinical prediction rule and given < 1% risk by clinical suspicion were as follows: a 2-year-old struck by a car and found to have gross hematuria and a renal injury, a 2-year-old with nonaccidental trauma found to have liver and gastrointestinal injuries, and a 17-year-old ejected after a motor vehicle collision found to have a splenic injury.

The test characteristics of clinician suspicion and the prediction rule are presented in Table 3. The derived two predictions in these six patients were as follows: three were < 1%, two were 1% to 5%, and one was 6% to 10%. The three patients undergoing therapy for their intra-abdominal injuries but not identified by the clinical prediction rule and given < 1% risk by clinical suspicion were as follows: a 2-year-old struck by a car and found to have gross hematuria and a renal injury, a 2-year-old with nonaccidental trauma found to have liver and gastrointestinal injuries, and a 17-year-old ejected after a motor vehicle collision found to have a splenic injury.

Table 3

Comparison of Test Characteristics Between Clinician Suspicion and the Prediction Rule for Intra-abdominal Injury Undergoing Acute Intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Prediction Rule</th>
<th>Clinician Suspicion ≥1%</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>97.0 (93.7 to 98.6)</td>
<td>82.8 (77.0 to 87.3)</td>
<td>14 (8 to 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>42.5 (41.6 to 43.4)</td>
<td>78.7 (77.9 to 79.4)</td>
<td>36 (–37 to –35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>99.9 (99.7 to 99.9)</td>
<td>99.6 (99.5 to 99.7)</td>
<td>0.3 (0.1 to 0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>2.8 (2.5 to 3.3)</td>
<td>6.3 (5.4 to 7.3)</td>
<td>–3.5 (–4.5 to –2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR+</td>
<td>1.7 (1.6 to 1.8)</td>
<td>3.9 (3.6 to 4.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR−</td>
<td>0.1 (0.0 to 0.2)</td>
<td>0.2 (0.2 to 0.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are reported as % (95% CI).

LR = likelihood ratio; NPV = negative predictive value; PPV = positive predictive value.

Abdominal CT scans were obtained in the ED for 2,302 (86%, 95% CI = 85% to 88%) of the 2,667 patients with clinician suspicion ≥ 1%. Clinicians, however, frequently did not practice in accordance with their reported clinical suspicions, as CT scans were obtained in 3,016 (33%, 95% CI = 32% to 34%) of 9,252 patients considered at very low clinician suspicion (< 1%). Table 5 lists the indications that most influenced the clinicians’ decisions to order abdominal CT scans and the rates of intra-abdominal injury undergoing therapeutic intervention and laparotomy when the clinicians’ suspicions were < 1%.

DISCUSSION

In this subanalysis of a large multicenter study in which we enrolled a diverse population of children with blunt torso trauma, we demonstrated that a derived clinical prediction rule has substantially higher sensitivity than unstructured clinician suspicion in identifying children with intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention. Clinician suspicion, however, had a higher specificity. Despite the ability to correctly identify children who did not have intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention (i.e., higher specificity of clinician suspicion than the clinical prediction rule), clinicians nevertheless obtained abdominal CT scans in one-third of children they classified as having < 1% risk. This suggests an opportunity exists to reduce use of unnecessary abdominal CT scans in children by appropriate use of a clinical prediction rule.

The diagnostic evaluation of children with blunt abdominal trauma may be difficult due to uncertainties in the patient history and physical examination. Because of this uncertainty, and the lack of definitive research regarding specific indications for abdominal CT use, clinicians obtain abdominal CT scans in a large number of children with blunt trauma, including many who do not have intra-abdominal injuries.19 Consistent with prior studies, the parent study of the current analysis18 revealed the prevalence rate of intra-abdominal injury undergoing acute intervention to be less than 2% of children with blunt torso trauma, while nearly half of the children presenting with blunt torso trauma underwent abdominal CT scanning.15,20–22

In both adult and pediatric trauma patients, CT use has rapidly increased in the ED for many conditions.3,12,23,24
Indiscriminate use of CT is not without risks as it leads to increased health care costs, increased risk of contrast-induced nephropathy, and most importantly, increased risk of radiation-induced malignancies. The risk of a solid organ cancer was recently estimated to occur in one out of every 300 to 390 girls undergoing abdominal CT and one out of every 670 to 760 boys undergoing abdominal CT.8

Clinical prediction rules are decision support tools that use clinical findings (history, physical examination, and/or simple screening test results) to assist clinicians in patient evaluation and care. When appropriately applied, they can change clinical behavior and reduce unnecessary costs while maintaining quality of care and patient satisfaction.16,17 In the parent study, a prediction rule that uses routinely obtained patient history and physical examination findings was derived to stratify children with blunt torso trauma into different risk groups for intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention. The current analysis reveals that the derived prediction rule had substantially greater sensitivity than unstructured clinician suspicion in correctly identifying these children. Unstructured clinician suspicion of < 1% would have missed nearly 20% of children with intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention. Only 3% of patients with intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention, however, were not identified by the clinical prediction rule. Three of these patients had clinician suspicion < 1% for intra-abdominal injury undergoing acute intervention, so were also considered very low risk by clinician suspicion. The other three children undergoing intervention had higher clinician suspicions.

Of note, unaided clinician suspicion for intra-abdominal injury undergoing acute intervention had higher specificity than the prediction rule. Nonetheless, ED physicians often did not practice in accordance with their clinical suspicion, as they obtained abdominal CT scans in nearly one-third of children in whom their suspicion < 1%.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Intervention*</th>
<th>Clinician Suspicion</th>
<th>Rate of Intra-abdominal Injury Undergoing Acute Intervention, n/row n (%)</th>
<th>Rate of Therapeutic Laparotomy, n/row n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;1% (N = 9,252)</td>
<td>≥1% (N = 2,667)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death due to the intra-abdominal injury</td>
<td>1 (0.01) 0–0.1</td>
<td>8 (0.3) 0.1–0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic intervention at laparotomy</td>
<td>16 (0.2) 0.1–0.3</td>
<td>96 (3.7) 2.0–4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angiographic embolization due to bleeding from the intra-abdominal injury</td>
<td>2 (0.02) 0–0.1</td>
<td>9 (0.3) 0.2–0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood transfusion for anemia secondary to intra-abdominal hemorrhage</td>
<td>16 (0.2) 0.1–0.3</td>
<td>106 (4.0) 3.3–4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration of intravenous fluids for at least two nights in patients with pancreatic or gastrointestinal injuries</td>
<td>12 (0.1) 0.1–0.2</td>
<td>67 (2.5) 2.0–3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are reported as $n$ (%) 95% CI.

*Patients may have received more than one intervention.

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication for Abdominal CT*</th>
<th>CT Frequency (N = 3,016), n (%)</th>
<th>Rate of Intra-abdominal Injury Undergoing Acute Intervention, n/row n (%)</th>
<th>Rate of Therapeutic Laparotomy, n/row n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severe mechanism of injury</td>
<td>1,481 (49) 12/1,481 (0.8)</td>
<td>5/1,481 (0.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal abdominal examination</td>
<td>1,018 (34) 14/1,018 (1.4)</td>
<td>9/1,018 (0.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma surgery request</td>
<td>740 (25) 9/740 (1.2)</td>
<td>4/740 (0.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young age</td>
<td>519 (17) 8/519 (1.5)</td>
<td>3/519 (0.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>403 (13) 4/403 (1.0)</td>
<td>3/403 (0.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased mental status</td>
<td>312 (10) 4/312 (1.3)</td>
<td>1/312 (0.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flank tenderness</td>
<td>207 (7) 1/207 (0.5)</td>
<td>1/207 (0.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower rib (costal margin) injury</td>
<td>145 (5) 4/145 (2.8)</td>
<td>1/145 (0.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femur fracture</td>
<td>110 (4) 2/110 (1.8)</td>
<td>0/110 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microscopic hematuria</td>
<td>95 (3) 1/95 (1.1)</td>
<td>0/95 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated AST or ALT</td>
<td>92 (3) 1/92 (1.1)</td>
<td>0/92 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal clearance prior to nonabdominal surgery</td>
<td>60 (2) 1/60 (1.7)</td>
<td>0/60 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No indication provided</td>
<td>257 (8) 7 (2.7)</td>
<td>2/257 (0.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*More than one reason for obtaining a CT can be cited for each patient; rare indications (<1%) given for ordering abdominal CT not shown.

ALT = alanine aminotransferase; AST = aspartate aminotransferase; CT = computed tomography.
In the parent study, 25% of patients considered very low risk by the prediction rule underwent an abdominal CT scan. This represents 23% of all abdominal CT scans obtained, suggesting that a substantial number of unnecessary abdominal CT scans can be obviated with the use of the prediction rule. The high NPV and improved LR of the prediction rule could help decrease unnecessary abdominal CT scans in children without missing those patients who require acute intervention. In contrast, deciding not to image with CT based solely on a clinician suspicion of <1% would miss more cases of intra-abdominal injuries undergoing acute intervention than application of the prediction rule. If validated, this prediction rule could decrease the variability in ordering CT scans for children with blunt torso trauma and thus enhance the quality of care. Once validated, translation of this rule into practice will be necessary. Knowledge translation for implementation of pediatric traumatic brain injury prediction rules is currently being studied, and application of the abdominal CT rule could follow similar methods.

We identified the reasons given by clinicians for obtaining abdominal CT scans when they believed patients to be at very low risk. Most of these reasons were of very low yield and uncommonly resulted in identifying patients undergoing specific therapy. The top three reasons provided for obtaining CT scans despite <1% clinician suspicion were severity of mechanism of injury, abnormal abdominal examination, and trauma team request. Although one of these indications for obtaining CT scans in spite of the low clinician suspicion is a variable in the derived prediction rule (abnormal abdominal examination), the other two are not. The combination of very low clinician suspicion and the absence of all the prediction rule variables has a potential to identify a subset of patients who are at very low risk for intra-abdominal injury undergoing acute intervention and in whom abdominal CT scan is very unlikely to be helpful.

Two prior studies evaluated clinicians’ predictive abilities for identifying adult patients with intra-abdominal injuries. In one study, physicians recorded their impressions of intra-abdominal injury (≥50, >10 to 50, >5 to 10, 1 to 5, or <1%). In the second study, physicians ranked their clinical impressions into five ordinal categories of likelihood of an intra-abdominal injury, from “most likely” to “no suspicion,” taking into consideration the clinical examination, basic laboratory results, plain radiography, and the FAST examination. Both studies revealed an appropriately increasing LR (range = 11 to 19) for intra-abdominal injury as clinician’s impression of the probability of an injury increased. Similar to our study, both of these studies reported cases of intra-abdominal injuries in patients with the lowest clinician suspicion. They also reported frequent use of abdominal CT in patients considered by the clinicians to be at lowest risk of intra-abdominal injury. Unfortunately, we could find no comparable studies in the pediatric literature.

Clinical prediction rules are tools to improve clinical decision-making, but few have undergone rigorous impact analysis to determine their actual effects on patient care. The traditional research model for prediction rules includes derivation of the rule followed by validation and impact analysis. Some investigators recommend measuring unstructured clinician decision-making in the derivation and validation phases of clinical prediction rules because it is possible that the clinicians’ estimates may be superior or at least equivalent to the prediction rule, thus minimizing the importance of the rule. Here, we report the comparison of unstructured clinician suspicion with the prediction rule and believe that these results can enhance physician confidence in evaluating children with blunt torso trauma using the clinical prediction rule.

LIMITATIONS

The study sites include a substantial number of tertiary care pediatric EDs where rates of CT use are likely lower than those in nonchildren’s hospitals or general EDs. Furthermore, the actual performance of clinician suspicion and CT ordering practices between providers of different specialty training is unknown. Studies on cranial CT use in children with blunt head trauma suggested different ordering patterns between pediatricians, emergency providers, and pediatric emergency-trained physicians. Clinician decision-making and abdominal CT ordering patterns need similar study. Furthermore, the clinical prediction rule was specifically designed to identify all patients with injuries undergoing acute intervention, and therefore specificity was sacrificed for sensitivity. We intentionally chose to exclude patients with intra-abdominal injuries not undergoing specific intervention, to reduce misclassification bias that would occur due to false-positive CT scans. For example, in a study of 5,000 patients undergoing CT scans, we would expect, assuming a specificity of 99%, that approximately 50 patients would be misclassified as having intra-abdominal injuries by CT scan. Furthermore, some patients with solid organ injuries may be hospitalized for observation either based on practice pattern variation or as an institutional practice, thus affecting the test characteristics of the derived prediction rule. In addition, the clinical prediction rule was modeled on a clinical outcome and therefore it would be methodologically inappropriate to compare clinician suspicion for a radiographic outcome to a prediction rule for a clinical outcome.

In addition, CT scans were not obtained on all patients, so some radiographically present but clinically silent injuries may have been missed. However, follow-up was performed on all patients to identify those with our patient-oriented outcome. Finally, clinicians were not specifically asked how their suspicion affected CT decision-making, and very low suspicion did not equate to not obtaining an abdominal CT.

CONCLUSIONS

A clinical prediction rule had a significantly higher sensitivity than clinician suspicion for identifying intra-abdominal injury undergoing acute intervention, but a lower specificity. The higher specificity of clinician suspicion, however, did not translate into clinical practice, as clinicians frequently obtained abdominal computed tomography scans in patients they considered to be at very low risk.
very low risk. If validated, this clinical prediction rule can assist in clinical decision-making around computed tomography use after blunt abdominal trauma in children by limiting computed tomography scan use in low-risk patients.
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APPENDIX A

Participating centers and site investigators are listed below in alphabetical order: Bellevue Hospital Center (M. Tunik); Children’s Hospital Boston (L. Lee); Children’s Hospital of Michigan (P. Mahajan); Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (A. Ellison); Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin (K. Yen); Children’s National Medical Center (S. Atabaki); Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center (B. Kerrey); DeVos Children’s Hospital (J. Kooistra); Howard County Medical Center (D. Monroe); Hurley Medical Center (D. Borgialli); Jacobi Medical Center (S. Blumberg); Nationwide Children’s Hospital (B. Bonsu); New York Presbyterian-Morgan Stanley Children’s Hospital (M. Kwok); Primary Children’s Medical Center (K. Adelgais); St. Louis Children’s Hospital (K. Quayle); University of California Davis Medical Center (J. Holmes, N. Kuppermann); University of Maryland (J. Menaker); University of Michigan (A. Rogers); University of Rochester (M. Garcia); Women and Children’s Hospital of Buffalo (K. Lillis).
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